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Abstract: This paper presents a Functional Electro-Stimulation distributed architecture based
on a wireless network, for therapeutic training of disabled patients. On this distributed
architecture, the movement (of disabled members) is artificially controlled by means of a global
controller which pilots a set of stimulation units. The closed loop control system we developed
for controlling muscle is based on a high order sliding mode method. In such wireless network-
based control, the variable delay introduced by the network must be taken into account to
ensure the stability of the closed loop. Thus, in order to characterize the medium on which the
control is performed, we carried out accurate measurements of the architecture performances
(stack-crossing, round-trip time, etc.). We then propose the use of a Kalman filter to predict
the communication delay evolution, with the aim to exploit it within the closed loop control.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrical stimulation can generate an artificial contrac-
tion of skeletal muscles by applying sequences of electrical
pulses to sensory-motor system via electrodes which can
be placed on the skin, [Kralj et al., 1980], or implanted
[Guiraud et al., 2006]. Transcutaneous (surface) electri-
cal stimulation is a technique widely applied for physical
therapy, sports training and clinical purposes. It can be
used for muscle atrophy treatment, muscle force training,
endurance training, pain treatment and functional move-
ment therapy [Keller et al., 2006]. Functional Electrical
Stimulation (FES) concerns the restoration of a functional
movement in disabled patients. FES applications applied
to lower limbs include foot drop correction, single joint
control, cycling, standing up, walking... FES applications
applied to upper limbs allow hand grasping enhancement.
A wide range of disabilities are concerned with FES, they
include spinal cord injuries, stroke, multiple sclerosis; cere-
bral palsy and Parkinson’s disease [Prodanov et al., 2003]
and both children and adults are concerned. Two distinct
objectives may be targeted when using those techniques,
depending on the type of disorder: chronic assistance or
acute training. FES can be applied for example for walking
assistance and training in post-stroke hemiplegic patients,
as well as for standing and gait restoration in paraplegic
patients [Heliot et al., 2007]. Physiological effects of FES-
assisted verticalization in paraplegic patients include for
example: prevention of muscle atrophy, promotion of re-
nal functions, improvement of joint range of motion, well
being, improved digestion, bowel and bladder functions,
retardation of bone-density loss, decreased spasticity, re-
duced risks of pressure sores, improved cardiovascular
health, improved skin and muscle tone [Cybulski and
Jaegger, 1986]. The FES used in the framework of exercise
was termed Functional Electrical Therapy (FET).

In this context of FET, stimulators which are used are
wire-based and centralized ones; each electrode is con-
nected to a central controller by means of wires (the num-
ber of wires for each electrode depending on its number
of poles). Those electrodes being used for stimulation or
recording (external sensors based on EMG for example),
of the sensory-motor system activity. When dealing with
a set of (multipolar) electrodes, those wires constitute an
important constraint for the patient mobility, and thus for
the training. This constraint must be removed to propose
realistic solutions for rehabilitation applications to be used
by physiotherapist and/or the patient himself. As a conse-
quence we designed a distributed FES architecture based
on distributed stimulation units (DSU) [Andreu et al.,
2005].

Each DSU is a device composed of digital and analogue
parts, the latter being connected to the (multipolar) elec-
trode used to stimulate the muscle. A DSU can be con-
figured, programmed and remotely operated [Souquet
et al., 2007]. It embeds in particular a 3-layer protocol
stack according to the reference given by the structure of
the reduced OSI model. These layers are the Application
layer, the Medium Access Control layer (MAC) and the
Physical layer. The physical layer ensures the telecommu-
nication over the 2.4 GHz Radio Frequency (RF) based
wireless medium (used in considered experimental setup).
The MAC layer ensures a deterministic medium shar-
ing [Godary et al., 2007]. The application layer supports
configuration, programming and remote operating (from
start/stop requests to online stimulation control) of the
stimulation unit.

On this distributed architecture, the movement (of dis-
abled members) is artificially controlled by means of a
global controller which pilots a set of DSUs. For instance,
it sets dynamically the parameters of the stimulation,
like the stimulation frequency, the pulse amplitude and
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width. It selects and remotely controls the subset of DSU
implied in the current phase of the movement (the MAC
protocol allowing multicast exchanges). The closed loop
control system we use for muscle control is based on a
high order sliding mode controller: we applied it to the
FES-based control of the knee joint by co-contraction of
quadriceps and hamstring muscles [Mohammed et al.,
2005]. But in case of (wireless) network-based control, the
variable delay introduced by the network must be taken
into account to ensure the stability of the closed loop
[Fraisse and Leleve, 2003], [Turchi et al., 1997]. If the
delay is bounded and its variation is predictable, there
exists a stable controller. Thus, in order to characterize the
medium on which the control will be performed, we carried
out precise measurements of the architecture performances
(stack-crossing, round-trip time, etc.).

The paper begins with a brief state of the art in the
context of FES-based muscle control, presented in section
2 to highlight control issues in this context. Section 3
exposes the experimental setup which has been used for
the metrology, principle and results of which are then given
section 4. For network-based muscle control, a predictive
filter is then studied in section 5.

2. MUSCLE CONTROL

Although, open loop control strategy does not account for
any changes in the muscles performance such as fatigue
or load changes, they have been widely used in clinics due
to their relative simple implantation [Bajd et al., 1981].
Closed loop system as reported in many studies, uses
sensor feedback to update the stimulation level (intensity
and pulse width) as a response to any extern disturbances.
Some authors used a simple PID controller [Wood et al.,
1998], Knee Extension Controller KEC [Poboroniuc et al.,
2003], a combination of feedback and feedforward control.
Others used a first or a second order switching curve in the
state space to control patients movements: the On/Off con-
troller [Mulder et al., 1992], in the so-called ”controller-
centered”. The main advantage of these strategies is their
low number of parameters to be tuned during stimulation.
The so-called ”subject-centered” strategies introduce the
voluntary contribution of the upper body of the patient as
an essential part of the control diagram: PDMR [Riener
and Fuhr, 1998], CHRELMS [Donaldson and Yu, 1996].
This latter still is far to be adopted because of the relative
high number of parameters to be identified.

In order to overcome for the mentioned drawbacks, a
better understanding of the muscle element as well as
finding a compromise between a complex control strategy
and a satisfactory one, should be taken into account.
To accomplish this task, we use a new mathematical
based muscle model (Fig. 1), described in previous studies,
representing the most complex physiological process [El
Makssoud et al., 2003].

The recruited motor units increase as a function of both
intensity stimulation I and pulse width PW. This is mod-
eled by 2 models. The activation model represents the ratio
of recruited fibres with the generated chemical substance
which control the muscle contraction. The mechanical
model gives the force resulting from the muscle contrac-
tion and the muscle length returned by the biomechanical

Fig. 1. The muscle model followed by the biomechanical
model

Fig. 2. Network delay introduced into control of muscles

model. The biomechanical model represents the knee joint
acted by the muscle. The nonlinearities of the muscle
model and the required robustness regarding parameters
variations and external disturbances lead us to adopt a
controller relying on the sliding mode theory. We devel-
oped a high order sliding mode controller (HOSM) and
applied it to the control of the movement of the human
knee under FES (Fig. 2).

However, controlling muscles stimulation over a network,
a wireless one in our case, imposes to take into account
in our control of muscles the variable delay introduced by
the network (Fig. 2). We consider in this analyze both
average and standard deviation of the delay, in order to
manage and ensure the stability of the closed loop. To
reach this objective, our approach is to dynamically adapt
controller’s parameters (gains) according to the delay. This
obviously requires first to estimate and predict the delay
and its variation.

Muscle co-contraction can be defined as the simultane-
ous activation of agonist and antagonist muscle groups
crossing the same joint and acting in the same plane. The
opposite muscles, quadriceps and hamstrings in this case,
act simultaneously and thereby may increase the stiffness
at the knee joint. The co-contraction phenomenon was
represented by a simultaneous contraction of the muscle
and its antagonist muscle via a static factor weighting
ξq, ξh for quadriceps and hamstrings respectively. The
amount of co-contraction was evaluated, based on a static
linear constraints optimization of the muscle forces acting
on the knee.

A method has been proposed [Mohammed et al., 2005] to
define the contribution of the control vector u stemming
from the 2-sliding controller to calculate the needed elec-
trical current stimulation values. According to the sign of
the resulting control variable u at the output of the HOSM
controller and the value of ξi, we have chosen to stimulate
whether the quadriceps, the hamstrings or both.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For this experimental setup, the wireless distributed ar-
chitecture is composed of the controller and 2 DSUs.
Each DSU (Fig. 3) is prototyped on an Altera Stratix
development board. This Stratix development board in-
cludes a Stratix FPGA with a NiosII soft-core embed-
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Fig. 3. Simplified description of the DSU architecture

ded processor. As medium, we use MC1320x transceivers
from Freescale Semicondutor, which are short range, low
power, 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
band transceivers designed for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
wireless medium. The raw transmission rate is 250 kb/s.

The MC1320x transceiver is driven through the Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI). It is configured in half duplex
and packet mode (received data is buffered in on-chip
RAM). It stays in default reception mode to wait a frame.
To emit a frame it has to be reconfigured in transmission
mode.

A ”physical driver” is implanted on the FPGA to en-
sure the interface between the upper layers of the pro-
tocol stack (which are medium-independent) and the
MC1320x transceiver. It provides functions to control
the transceiver. We use a Master/Slave MAC Protocol
described in a hardware description language (HDL).
This protocol STIMAP (patented) has been presented in
[Godary et al., 2007]. Also implanted on the FPGA, It al-
lows multicast, ensures deterministic group medium access
management with sliding time interval, and filters received
frames according to their destination logical address and
manages the medium access.

Application layer, implemented as processes executed on
the Nios II soft-core using µCOSII Real-Time Operating
System, extracts data from incoming frames and launches
desired actions. In these experiments, actions are mainly
limited to management, configuration, metrology, and
data storage on the entity.

Controller and DSUs use the same protocol stack, they
rely on the same technology but they are different as
they do not ensure the same functionalities. The controller
executes the control law whereas each DSU embeds a
stimulus generator (Fig. 3). Note that in experiments
we present, the action executed by a DSU is limited
to communication aspects (return of responses to the
controller).

4. METROLOGY

4.1 Principles

The aim of this method is to characterize the wireless
communication terms of transmission delay. The collected
datas are reported to the application layer when an in-
terruption signal occurs from a measure point and stored
in real time. Measure points (MPt) are points where data
(frame load) or events (frame reception) are reported to
application layer (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). With the timer available

Fig. 4. Measure points

on the Nios II soft-core, data exchanged between appli-
cation, MAC, and physical layers can be time-stamped in
order to calculate stack-crossing times as well as Round-
Trip Times (RTT between the controller and the DSU).
When a frame is received, the number of received bytes
and the Link Quality Indicator (LQI), which is a measure
of the received signal level, are available into transceiver
registers and can also be reported to the application layer.

When a frame is received by the transceiver, data is
buffered in its on-chip memory and IT pkt rcv interrup-
tion signal (MPt 1) is asserted by the physical driver. If
the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) of the received frame
is valid, the received frame, its number of bytes and the
LQI are transmitted to the MAC layer. At this time the
IT MAC (MPt 2) is asserted and the application layer
increments its counter of received frame and stores the
number of bytes as well as the LQI. If the destination
logical address of the frame is valid (i.e. if the DSU is
concerned), data is sent to the application layer; IT Mess
(MPt 3) is then asserted. If the sender (i.e. the controller)
required an acknowledgement, then the frame is returned
to its sender (MPt 4). When the frame has been completely
transmitted by the transceiver, the physical driver asserts
the IT pkt snt (MPt 5).

4.2 Estimation

Both MAC and physical driver layers, are implemented on
programmable logic, so we estimate time to go through
MAC and Driver layers by functional simulation using
Altera design software (for a 50 MHz clock frequency).
Besides, frame transmission time, i.e. transmission of the
frame bytes by the RF transceiver, and configuration time
in transmission mode is given in the MC1320x reference
manual. So we can determine the data processing time
by the transceiver and our hardware described on the
programmable logic. For all equations, data processing
time is function of the frame size expressed in number
of bytes N. Accessing to the transceiver on-chip memory
takes 1.3 s per byte.

In case of reception, reception mode configuration takes
148 s. The time so that the physical driver asserts a frame
reception is 10 s. Then, if the received frame is good (CRC
is valid), the physical driver recovers the stored frame
in the transceiver on-chip memory. Frame recovery time
(FRT) is:

FRT = 10 +N × 1.3 (µs) (1)

In case of transmission the transceiver introduces a latency
of 400 s before starting a transmission Transmission mode
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Fig. 5. Layer-crossing performances (reception and trans-
mission)

configuration time (TMCT) and time of complete frame
transmission (FTT) on the medium by transceiver are
given by:

TMCT = 10 +N × 1.3 (µs) (2)
FTT = 400 +N × 32 (µs) (3)

After the transmission by the transceiver, time to assert
the corresponding interruption is 14 µs. In some cases, the
latency may vary. The transceiver can receive non valid
frames coming from other protocols using 2.4 GHz band
such as WiFi or Bluetooth; they are filtered due to an
invalid CRC. We consider these frames as disturbances.
When a non-valid frame is received, the transceiver has to
be reconfigured, after frame reception assertion (10 µs), in
reception mode before receiving a new frame. During this
reconfiguration time (148 µs) no frame can be received. If
a transmission request occurs during this reconfiguration
in reception mode, the maximal latency before actual
transmission will thus be of 148 µs plus TMCT for
the configuration in transmission mode. As the physical
driver is describe, the transceiver is always configured in
reception mode before being configured in transmission
mode. In this case if a transmission request occurs during
a valid frame reception, the maximal latency, without
TMCT, is:

FRML = 168 +N × 1.3 (µs) (4)

Processing time by the MAC layer is estimated by sim-
ulation (50 MHz clock frequency). Reception (MRT) and
transmission (MTT) times are respectively given by (5)
and (6):

MRT = 1 +N × 0.2 (µs) (5)
MTT = 0.6 +N × 0.3 (µs) (6)

4.3 Measures

In this experiment 10 bytes frames are sent periodically
by the controller to the 2 DSUs alternately and 14 bytes
frames are returned in response by each DSU. Events at
the MPts are reported to the DSU’s application layer and
time-stamped. and time to cross DSU’s protocol-stack is
measured (Fig. 6). It includes (cf. Table 1): the time to
get the frame received by the physical layer, the MAC-
layer crossing time, the application-layer treatment time
and the whole protocol-stack crossing for transmission of
the response. Fluctuations that can be observed on Fig. 6
are mainly due to the application-layer treatment time:
this treatment on the embedded NIOS varies from 307 µs
to 338 µs.

Fig. 6. Time to cross DSU’s protocol-stack (for 10 bytes
frames, in reception)

Fig. 7. RTT measured at the physical layer (controller side)

Table 1: Prediction vs Maximum Measure
Layers-crossing Prediction Measure

Phys. Driver in Reception 23 µs 27 µs
MAC in Reception 3 µs 4 µs

Layers-crossing Time in Rec. 26 µs 31 µs
Application - 338 µs

MAC in Transmission 5 µs -
Phys. Driver in Transmission 28 µs -
Transceiver in Transmission 862 µs -
Layers-crossing Time in Tr. 895 µs 926 µs

Layers-crossing Total Time - 1295 µs

Table 1 presents maximum measured vs. predicted values
of layers-crossing time, for a 10 bytes received frame.

For a 10 bytes frame, RTT between the controller and
a DSU at physical and application levels are measured
(on the controller side) and given respectively Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. Time to cross the DSU communication-stack is 1295
µs. The RTT at controller physical level of the controller,
i.e. the difference of time between the effective frame
transmission and the reception of the response frame (i.e.
it does not includes communication-stack crossing on the
controller side), is 1320 µs. The measurements are in good
agreement with the theoretical evaluation.

Transmission energy of each entity is 1 mW and measured
reception energy, in other word LQI value, is expressed in
dBm. Experiments are realized with both DSUs. A first
test showed the reception energy is independent from the
frame size. However it is observed 2 distinct reception
signal levels according to each DSU: this difference is
mainly due to the positioning of the DSU cards (relative
positioning between the cards as well as their positioning
in the environment, reflection of the wall for instance). In
order to assess the influence of DSU and human proximity
(medical context), we disturb the data transmission by
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Fig. 8. RTT between controller and both DSUs, measured
at the application layer (on the controller side)

Fig. 9. LQI value, at controller and DSU sides, with and
without hand covering of the DSU

covering the DSU with a hand. As a result a LQI value
reduction is observed (Fig. 9). We can notice the impact
on both sides: the LQI value is smaller, i.e. the signal
is reduced, on the controller as well as on the DSU.
Nevertheless, even in such situation the communication
is not disabled.

In order to estimate the frame lost rate, frames have been
exchanged, and stored in embedded memory to identify
which have been lost, every 50 ms between the controller
and a DSU, during 10 mn (hence 12000 frames exchanged
depending on the memory capacity). The measured frame
lost rate is 0.1 %. Note that the MAC layer does not ensure
automatic retransmission of unacknowledged frames as we
want to keep the entire control of the medium traffic;
control over the network and control of the network are
both considered. Unacknowledged frames, due to other
wireless networks or noise on RF signal, are detected
considering the theoretical RTT for an exchanged frame.

The radio environment of these experiments has not been
modelled. However, there were in the vicinity of the exper-
imental setup several IEEE 802.11b (WIFI)Access Points
disturbing most probably the measurements presented pre-
viously. We can consider that the transceiver performs
some algorithms to determine symbols and packets, de-
tects the data, and filters pollution. No other system
based on our protocol was present in the experimental
environment so we measure no failure elimination at MAC
level.

5. DELAY ESTIMATION FOR MUSCLE CONTROL

5.1 Objectives

In order to integrate communication delays within the
control loop, these delays must be online measured and

Fig. 10. Influence of the prediction horizon Hpr on the
filter response (RTT prediction)

predicted. The aim is effectively to predict the evolution
of the delay to adapt control law parameters. A discrete
predictive Kalman filter associated with a double integra-
tor model is used [Janabi-Sharifi et al., 2000] Matrices
corresponding to this double integrator based model are
given by (7). Kalman filter terms are given by (8). A is the
transition matrix, Te is the sample rate (corresponding to
frames transmission period), Q is covariance matrix, σ2 is
the covariance corresponding to measurement accuracy.

A =
(

1 Te
0 1

)
;B = (0) ;C = ( 1 0 ) (7)

R = σ2;Q =
(

0 0
0 σ2

)
;P0 = I2 · σ2 (8)

Using double integrator model, noise is considered like
the second derivate, in other word the delay acceleration.
Kalman filter gives term of the delay estimation X̂k and
estimation on the prediction time horizon (Hpr) is given
by (9).

X̂k+Hpr = AHpr · X̂k (9)

In case of packets losses, the strategy depends on the
stimulation supervisory controller. In case of connection
loss (not detected from a protocol point of view as we
are not on a connected mode like that of Transmission
Control Protocol TCP), the DSU automatically stops the
stimulation if it did not receive any contol packet since a
given time (timeout).

5.2 Characterization of the Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is characterized by its step response
according to parameters Te and Hpr, as they impact
both the overshot and the response time. Fig. 10 shows
the influence of the prediction time-horizon on the filter
response, for Te being set to 50 ms.

5.3 Simulation

A prediction of mean RTT sinusoidal evolution is per-
formed, by simulation, with a discrete predictive Kalman
filter. The communication that is simulated is an exchange
of frames every 5 ms during 10 s, and the prediction
horizon is 100 ms. Parameters values are given in (10).
Simulated RTT and predicted RTT present a similar evo-
lution (Fig. 11), showing that the Kalman filter gives a
good-enough prediction despite the 10 % overshot at the
time of the discontinuity occurrence.

Te = 5ms;Hpr = 20;σ = 1µs (10)
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Fig. 11. Predicted vs. Simulated RTT

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented and analyzed in term of per-
formance, a wireless distributed architecture for FES. We
carried out experiments for estimating the delay and its
variation according to frame payloads and disturbances
in order to perform network-based closed-loop control on
this architecture. We collected data from the experimental
setup enabling a first estimation of communication perfor-
mances (stack-crossing and RTT) between entities of this
distributed architecture. Under these experimental con-
ditions, both stack-crossing time and RTT are relatively
constant, with a frame lost rate very low even in case of low
reception signal level. The Kalman filter based real-time
estimation of communication performances has shown that
the prediction of the delay can be relevant. From those
results on communication performance measurements and
prediction, we currently adapt the HOSM control law in
order to carry out the control of the movement of the
human knee under wireless based distributed FES archi-
tecture. Our approach, which aims at guaranteeing the
system stability under some limits, relies on a dynamical
adaptation of the muscles control law parameters accord-
ing to both measurement and prediction of communication
delays. We will soon experiment this controller on the
simulator we have developed (Fig. 1).
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